Coaching Resources
Overview

Welcome to Logan Leadership’s coaching resources!
Here’s a helpful overview to help you find what you need
and figure out how all the different resources fit together.
We’ve also included a bonus resource to get you started!
Please reach out with any questions you may have at
https://loganleadership.com/contact-us/.

Coaching 101
If you are looking for some foundational thinking about coaching—what it is
and how to begin practicing it—start by reading this book. For those who want
to get more hands-on practice and strategies, we also have the Coaching 101
Handbook. These resources are both available in Spanish as well.

Developing Coaching Excellence Handbook
If you are an experienced coach desiring to grow in specific coaching skills and
competencies, work through the Developing Coaching Excellence Handbook to
move toward becoming a master coach.

Becoming Barnabas
For ministry leaders wanting to spread a culture of coaching within their
organization, this short booklet casts vision for what coaching could look like
woven into the fabric of a congregation or ministry. A great gift for people in
your organization.

Leadership Skills Guides
Use these guides to train leaders. This comprehensive set of leadership skills
guides covers 37 essential leadership skills. Each guide includes a written
introduction, teaching points, scripture passages and reflection, and discussion
questions—everything you need to train and develop leaders in hands-on,
relational ways.

Storyboards and Coaching Guides
Storyboards are a powerful framework that you can use to create opportunities
for discussion, insight, and action in 1:1 and small group settings. Companion
coaching guides offer key questions for each section of the storyboard and
a suggested path to help you direct the conversation in a meaningful way to
produce value-driven results. We offer storyboards and coaching guides on a
wide array of relevant topics.
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Free Resources
The Biblical Basis for Coaching
If you want to understand what makes a coaching approach biblical or what
scriptures coaching is founded on, get this free downloadable handout. You
can also share it with others who want to understand the connection between
coaching and the Bible. Also available in Spanish.
Missional Coach Competencies
This document outlines and unpacks the five competencies specific to missional
coaching. These competencies, along with their microskills, represent areas
that a good missional coach must be competent in, over and above the
competencies all quality coaches must possess.

Logan Leadership is home to more resources that are related—directly or indirectly—to
coaching and we invite you to browse and explore here. (If you are holding a print copy of this
overview, please visit the link below).
View all of our Discipleship resources at https://loganleadership.com/coaching-shop/.

Bonus: Asking Good Questions
Use the resource on the next page to assist you as you work in your coaching setting.
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Asking Good Questions
In any form of coaching, an essential skill is that of asking good questions. Here are some
guidelines on how that can be done:
• Ask open-ended questions vs. closed questions. Consider how you could turn the
following closed questions into open-ended ones:
• Is this a good direction for you? > What might be some good directions for you?
• Are there some resources you’re overlooking?
• It sounds like you could either stay in this role or quit it – is that true?
• Have you asked everyone concerned?
• Use questions to move people from rehearsing to reflection to action.
• Through increasingly focused questions, the coaching process moves a person from
simply talking about life or ministry issues to really thinking about it to actually doing
something.
• Discern and cooperate with what God is doing.
• We grow in a mosaic pattern, not a linear one.
• We assume the Holy Spirit is resident in people and they have the capacity to listen to
God and respond.
• We can come alongside someone to help them develop personally and do what God has
called them to do.

Bonus
5 questions that can be applied in almost any coaching situation:
• What’s working?
• What’s not working?
• What are you learning?
• What needs to change?
• What’s next?
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